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The Products That Make The Name!!!
Replacement bushes
Whether you intend to build a Street
Machine, Fast 4, go bush or simply
drive to work, suspension bushes
are the link between your vehicle
and it’s springs, struts and shock
absorbers. Nolathane suspension
bushes ensures there is no
weakness in the suspension and
therefore maintains steering control.

complete Control arms

Alignment Correction bushes
Nolathane’s alignment correction
range is growing quickly as today’s
vehicles are made with little or no OE
adjustment. The opportunity to use
Nolathane’s products to tune your
vehicles Suspension to current
roads and your own driving style is
huge and with the cost of tyres and
fuel, aligning the vehicle to handle
and drive safer should be
considered.

complete sway bar links
Nolathane’s complete sway bar
link kits are the “Total Solution” as
they include links, bushes and
hardware. The range consists of
both vehicle specific and universal
link kits.

Nolathane’s Complete
Suspension Arm program covers
Commodore, Falcon and Toyota,
so don't waste time replacing
bushes or ball joints on popular
suspension arms as all
Nolathane arms are brand new
with bushes and new ball joints
(where applicable) already fitted.

adjustable panhard rods

lowering blocks

Nolathane’s heavy duty on-car
adjustable panhard rods are
essential on all lowered vehicles
or raised 4WD to correctly align
the axles.

Nolathane’s alloy lowering block
kits are the economical and quick
way to lower many leaf sprung
vehicles.
Available in 1.0”, 1.5”, 2.0” & 2.5”

bulk bUDGET bushes
Nolathane’s range consists of
11 fast moving part numbers for
popular 4WD & light commercial
spring eye & shackle bushes as
well as our most popular sway
bar link & panhard rod bushes.

vehicle eNHANCEMENT kits
Nolathane Vehicle
Enhancement Kits contain the
essential components to,
“Nolathane Your Car”.

Part of a total handling system
Designed to integrate and offer a fully balanced handling solution. Nolathane suspension offers
replacement bushes and alignment products. So for a catalogue, brochure or technical
information on any of the Nolathane products contact the Redranger team
on 1300 88 2355 or visit www.nolathane.com.au

